


 
 
 
 
Student Work Index: 
 
Ryan_StudentWork_01 
Unity Project, 14”x17”, Cut paper, Design focuses on demonstrating an understanding of the elements of design 
including proximity, repetition, continuation, and a combination of all four in one design. 
 
Ryan_StudentWork_02 
Unity Project, 14”x17”, Cut paper, Design focuses on demonstrating an understanding of the elements of design 
including proximity, repetition, continuation, and a combination of all four in one design. 
 
Ryan_StudentWork_03 
Proportion Project, 20”x10”, Ink on Bristol board, Designs demonstrate understanding of the golden section, 
rule of thirds, and the visual spiral. 
 
Ryan_StudentWork_04 
Value Project, 20”x15”, Acrylic paint on illustration board, Design focuses on understanding of value and its 
use as a design element for spatial relationships and atmospheric perspectives. 
 
Ryan_StudentWork_05 
Value Project, 20”x15”, Acrylic paint on illustration board, Design demonstrates an understanding of value and 
its use as a design element for spatial relationships and atmospheric perspectives. 
 
Ryan_StudentWork_06 
Implied Transparency Project, 15”x22”, Acrylic paint on watercolor paper, Designs demonstrate skills in 
mixing colors, creating tints/shades, and color mixtures to create an illusion of transparency. 
 
Ryan_StudentWork_07 
Scale and Proportion Project, 8”x11”, Cut paper collage on Bristol Board, Design focuses on demonstrating 
various strategies for producing the gold section, visual spiral, and rule of thirds using found collaged imagery. 
 
Ryan_StudentWork_08 
Scale and Proportion Project, 8”x11”, Cut paper collage on Bristol Board, Design focuses on demonstrating 
various strategies for producing the gold section, visual spiral, and rule of thirds using found collaged imagery. 
 
Ryan_StudentWork_09 
Balance and Emphasis Project, 14”x17”, Mixed media: Color pencil, acrylic paint, cut paper, or marker on 
Bristol board, Designs demonstrate various strategies for producing balanced designs and manipulating 
numerous strategies to create emphasis. 
 
Ryan_StudentWork_10 
Implied Transparency Project, 15”x22”, Acrylic paint on watercolor paper, Designs demonstrate skills in 
mixing colors, creating tints/shades, and color mixtures to create an illusion of transparency. 
 
Ryan_StudentWork_11 
Trifecta Project, 15”x20”, Acrylic paint on illustration board, Designs demonstrate an understanding of how to 
use color theory to manipulate temperature, saturation, and value. 
 
 



Ryan_StudentWork_12 
Wire Project, 18” in one direction, Aluminum wire with cold connections, Project develops skills in creating an 
open linear sculptural form using wire as the medium to translate an object into a contour drawing in space. 
 
Ryan_StudentWork_13 
Planer Construction Mat-board Project and 2D-Ground Plan, 6”x6”4”, White-core mat-board and glue, Project 
develops skills in translating a two-dimensional design into a three-dimensional architectural form through 
historical architectural research and artist inspirations. 
 
Ryan_StudentWork_14 
Cardstock Model of Planer Construction Mat-board Project, 6”x6”, Cardstock, Project develops skills in 
translating a two-dimensional design into a three-dimensional architectural form through historical architectural 
research and artist inspirations. 
 
Ryan_StudentWork_15 
S Soft Sculpture Project, 15” in any direction, Fabric and other soft materials, Project develops skills in creating 
a dimensional object from flat, malleable materials using research into fabric, and other soft material artists as 
inspiration. 
 
Ryan_StudentWork_16 
Soft Sculpture Project, 15” in any direction, Fabric and other soft materials, Project develops skills in creating a 
dimensional object from flat, malleable materials using research into fabric, and other soft material artists as 
inspiration. 
 
Ryan_StudentWork_17 
Soft Sculpture Project, 15” in any direction, Fabric and other soft materials, Project develops skills in creating a 
dimensional object from flat, malleable materials using research into fabric, and other soft material artists as 
inspiration. 
 
Ryan_StudentWork_18 
Design Board for Soft Sculpture Project, 18”x24”, Materials and research on Bristol board, Design boards allow 
for organization and display of ideas, materials, concepts, research, and solutions to the projects given problem. 
 
Ryan_StudentWork_19 
Reductive Wax Carving Project, 2”x2”3”, Jewelers wax, Project develops skills in creating an asymmetrical 
form through reductive carving and finishing methods. 
 
Ryan_StudentWork_20 
Reductive Wax Carving Project, 2”x2”3”, Jewelers wax, Project develops skills in creating an asymmetrical 
form through reductive carving and finishing methods. 
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